FURNITURE & INTERIOR SPACES

WITHIN OFFICE FURNITURE
AND INTERIOR SPACES
THE DESIGN OF
E V E R Y D E TA I L M AT T E R S .

FURNITURE AND WORKSPACE DESIGN REQUIRES A THOUGHTFUL
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RANGE OF HAPPY CLIENTS WHO HAVE CHOSEN TO EXPRESS
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THEIR BRANDS IN A STRATEGIC, COMPETITIVELY DISTINCT AND
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Clear Design
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PMC

AND INTENTIONAL APPROACH. THIS PHILOSOPHY IS ALSO TRUE
OF YOUR BRAND. WE’VE WORKED WITH MANUFACTURERS,

ONE-OF-A-KIND EXPERIENCES. AT FULL CIRCLE, WE HAVE YEARS

EMOTIONAL MANNER. OUR PERSPECTIVE IS UNIQUE, INCLUDING
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Hafele

THE ABILITY TO ENSURE THAT UNPARALLELED DESIGN IS WOVEN
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FTC&H

INTO EVERY BRAND AND EVERY CUSTOMER TOUCHPOINT.
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CWD

SURFACEWORKS /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

SurfaceWorks, a leading manufacturer of
collaborative and conference tables, didn’t look
or sound like anything special. Their brand was basic
and didn’t tell the company’s true story. Full Circle
discovered SurfaceWorks’ uniqueness: the rare ability
to customize any of their tables artistically and
efficiently, providing endless design options to their
customers. In collaboration, we developed a powerful
brand story and a one-of-a-kind brand experience,
including specialized and versatile brand elements,
custom photography, experiential design, and
traditional and digital marketing tools.
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LIGHTCORP /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

We helped LightCorp reimagine their
business within the office furniture market.
Understanding the influence of designers
and architects helped LightCorp and
Full Circle craft a distinct brand strategy,
messaging, imagery and graphic identity.
That led to a NeoCon unveiling of “new”
everything, including a website, collateral,
trade show booth, giveaways and employee
communications.
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EKO /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

EKO is one of the fastest-growing contract
furniture manufacturers in the world. They offer
a wide range of soft seating and related table
products used in a variety of interiors, ranging
from corporate offices to classrooms and hotel
lobbies. The company has generated recent
market share growth through strong product
launches and sales rep expansion.
EKO wanted to take their organization to the
next level and needed to refine their brand,
rethink their marketing strategies, and
redesign many of their sales tools.
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EKO /
PRODUCT VIDEO
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NUCRAFT /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Nucraft is one of North America’s leading providers
of high-end, wood veneer conference tables and
casegoods. As a premium brand, they desired a
more sophisticated approach to renderings and
photography as well as a new look book and an
imaginative web experience. Full Circle provided
a more refined approach to their sales materials
and helped elevate their visual brand.
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CROSSBEAM

L AUREN ROT TET
Founding Principal & President

Lauren Rottet of Rottet Studio is one of the most celebrated interior
architects in the world, garnering countless awards throughout her career,
including four Best of NeoCon gold medals. As the only woman ever to
achieve Fellow status from both the American Institute of Architects and
the International Interior Design Association, and as an inaugural member
of the Women in Design Hall of Fame, she has become a living legend
in the A&D community. Rottet has created spaces for many Fortune 100
companies, including Goldman Sachs, Disney and GE.

CROSSBEAM
Clean lines and mitered angles. Premium surface materials. Steel-reinforced foundation.
The quality of Crossbeam is immediately evident and capable of transforming any formal
conference space into a showroom. The distinctive top is available in wood, glass, laminate,
solid surface or stone. The integrated wire management and easy access to power and data are
designed to support ever-changing technological needs. Crossbeam is the formal conference
table that combines high-end quality, modern simplicity and advanced technology.
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PRESTON
Inspired by a Parsons table designed by Jean-Michel Frank, the Preston table accentuates any conference
room or community space. Juxtaposing an inviting residential appeal with a high-tech solution for power
and data, Preston is highlighted by a center channel that cleanly routes cables while dividing the stunning
horizontal grain pattern. The linear design makes the table feel longer than it actually is, drawing users
to its authoritative presence. The solid 2-inch-thick top is highlighted by a distinctive flaky white oak
veneer with beauty rivaled only by its strength. Available in three sizes, as well as in a seated-height and
standing-height options, Preston perfectly fits any size room and any aesthetic.
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HIGH TECH
LECTERN
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Go with
the Grain
THE RESPONSIBLE CHOICE

With innovative materials being developed in labs
every year, why should we still embrace something
tried and true like wood? The simple answer is that there
are so many reasons why wood will always be in high
demand. This abundant resource delivers versatility,
renewability, beauty and even health benefits.
As the world continues to deplete mineral resources and
struggles to recycle manmade materials, it’s becoming
clear that wood is the most environmentally friendly
material available. It takes only sunlight to grow wood
and only nature to decompose it. Harvesting from
sustainability managed forests guarantees that each
tree cut will be replanted, resulting in an ecosystem
that will be vibrant for future generations. Even after
factoring in the manufacturing processes, wood leaves
a positive carbon footprint throughout its life cycle.
In addition to its sustainable benefits, wood has many
natural advantages. The superlative strength-toweight ratio creates significant strength in a relatively
lightweight product, as well as durability that can last
several lifetimes. In fact, wood can even get better
with age, gradually developing a patina that reveals
a complex character. Unlike many manufactured
materials, it is also naturally antistatic, dust repellant
and antimicrobial. Now you know why you see so much
wood in education and healthcare settings!

Naturally Beautiful.
Incredibly Versatile.
Every knot is distinctive. Every grain pattern
unique. And with hundreds of hardwood species
to choose from, the choices in warmth, texture,
color and character are virtually endless. Wood
doesn’t just look and feel better, it even sounds
better. The natural acoustical properties make
it ideal for concert halls and lecture rooms.
Working with wood is easier than most materials
because it’s stylistically pliable. Traditional
or contemporary, rustic or elegant, formal
or laid back. Wood can be cut to any size
and help you achieve any aesthetic.

Types of Veneer Cuts
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PL AIN SLICE (F L AT CUT )
This popular slicing method runs parallel to
the center of the log, creating a “cathedral
effect” formed by the annual growth rings.

RIFT CUT
Slicing at a slight angle minimizes the
irregularities in the wood and creates a narrow
striped grain appearance. This type of cut is used
primarily when working with red and white oak.

QUARTER CUT
Going perpendicular to the plain slice, this cut
is made vertical (if looking at the actual tree).
Cutting in this direction turns the concentric
growth rings into a straight grain appearance.

SLICING TECHNIQUES
While a plain slice or flat cut is the most recognized
type of slicing method for high-quality veneers, there
are several ways to cut a log. Each method creates
a distinctive look, from putting the growth rings on
display to embracing the irregularities present in all
wood. The type of slicing method used depends on
aesthetic preferences, budget and other factors.

ROTARY CUT
Turning the log on a lathe and cutting with a broad
knife at a slight angle creates a variegated figure
grain appearance. A rotary cut veneer cannot
be matched due to the nature of the cut, but
the seams do have uniform grain and color.

D O U B L E C U T/ R E CO N S T I T U T E D V E N E E R
This wood-cutting technique typically uses logs from
secondary species trees such as poplar or obeche, which
are widely available, dry quickly and have little tendency
to warp. They are rotary-sliced, veneer sheets that are
dried and dyed, glued together with dyed adhesive, and
then compressed to create a solid, layered block. This
block is then cut into veneers that create a unique grain
pattern that is the result of the tinted adhesive. The end
result is a more environmentally friendly straight grain
veneer that can be produced with uniform grain and
manageable color consistency.
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ENWORK /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Enwork may be a West Michigan maker of
desking, benching and table solutions, but
their clients are Silicon Valley giants like Tesla,
Facebook and Lyft. So their brand needed to
be as high-tech and sleek as the products they
make for these companies. Enwork turned to
Full Circle to create a comprehensive brand
experience that matched this positioning.
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Solid-Surface Tabletops

Mitered Laminate Details

Enhance durability and sophistication with the look

When we say we don’t cut corners, we mean it. Even

of marble, granite, quartz or rich colored stone.

down to the smallest detail — such as mitered corners

Add substantial, sleek surfaces to conference,

on select laminated pieces—Enwork products deliver

collaborative and occasional tables.

attention, craftsmanship and care.

W O R K E R S
22

23
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AIS /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

AIS is a Boston-based manufacturer of
office furniture, including desking, seating,
casegoods and more. After working with
AIS for the past three years, Full Circle was
asked in 2018 to rethink AIS’s brand and
overall positioning in the marketplace.
The resulting work was a new identity,
messaging and new photography and
renderings that were featured in all new
literature pieces and a comprehensive
website. The new brand experience was
launched at NeoCon 2018 to rave reviews
from their customers, dealers and reps.
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WE’RE
ON IT
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Introducing AIS

QUALITY. SUSTAINABILITY.
COMMUNITY.
At AIS, great products are
just part of the story.

COMFY
AIS HECK

What makes a product truly great? At AIS, it’s

Today, you’ll see that focus everywhere you look,

about more than design and usability. We believe

from the new and recycled materials we use to the

a great product is one that’s made with integrity and

way we power our facilities to how we divert surplus

ingenuity. These values are evident in our unwavering

furniture from landfills. And as part of the larger

commitment to lean manufacturing processes that

community, we strive to go above and beyond,

save time, money and resources. We were first on the

giving back as individuals and as a corporation.

path to sustainability,
leading friendly
the industry
forward.
Sulli. A colorful,
facade
masks Sulli’s inner

intelligence. Adjust the height to take a load off. Grab
the strap and go. Swivel and tilt as you move naturally.
Sulli makes ready-for-anything support look easy.
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MORE FUN FOR
YOUR BUNS
Sulli. A colorful, friendly facade masks Sulli’s inner
intelligence. Adjust the height to take a load off. Grab
the strap and go. Swivel and tilt as you move naturally.
Sulli makes ready-for-anything support look easy.

CALIBRATE SERIES
®

Casegoods

ON
BOLT

™

ng
Seati

PIERCE

™

Seating
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FURNITURELAB /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Have you sat at a high-top table and enjoyed
a great cup of coffee? Ate at a university
cafeteria? Or maybe cozied into a booth at
your favorite restaurant? Chances are you have
probably sat at one of FurnitureLab’s product
solutions. As a North Carolina-based provider
of hospitality and education solutions, the
visual brand for FurnitureLab didn’t match
the cool and interesting solutions they create.
Enter Full Circle. Through a discovery, design
and implementation process, we evolved
the FurnitureLab brand to reflect how they
wanted to be perceived.
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Crafted to Connect

TM
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AOE /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

AOE, a 50-employee, full service contract
furniture dealership in Philadelphia,
wanted an inspiring, relevant brand.
Full Circle established a new brand
positioning and developed a new identity
with refreshed graphics, bold colors and
clean lines. The end result was a designfocused brand that was vibrant, relatable
and could be consistent through every
internal and external touchpoint.
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01

Respect for the Individual

Background & Qualifications
History of Advanced Office Environments

02

Values & Principles
Diversity
Sustainability

Caring about the dignity and right of each person in the organization at all times, not just when it’s
convenient to do so.

Customer Service
Providing quality service to the customer is our top priority, not just some of the time but all of the time.

Safety

03

Capacity
Financial Stability/Insurance

Excellence
Believing that all work effort should be achieved in an exceptional way, dedicated to the concept of total
quality performance.

Workforce Analysis and Communications

04

Project Approach
Why This Team

Integrity
Conducting our business with dignity, using the highest degree of business ethics so that as a result,
AOE is a positive, helpful and constructive force in the community in which it operates.

Logistics and Plan
Team Chart

04

Experiences & Relationships
Projects

Observing the letter and spirit of the laws of the
communities in which we do business, with the highest
standards of decent human behavior.

References

As a woman-owned business, Advanced Office

scholarships for minorities and women to further

Environment’s focus is clearly centered on diversity

their education. Diverse teams of factory certified

inclusion as a core mandate in business operations,

service providers have been part of many small and

and for nearly three decades, we have pursued

large AOE project contracts.

8. 8.16 S U B A R U

strategies are fully supported by ownership and its

Both Haworth and AOE are Equal Opportunity

executive leadership team, and specific initiatives

Employers.

remain active by sponsoring programs and

Think differently. Think AOE.

equity in the workplace. Participation and inclusion

71

Work environments should be inspiring,
adaptable and help productivity thrive
within a company. And the companies
that help you build these environments
should share in this vision to create a
better workspace. At AOE, we think
differently. We dream bigger. And we
help organizations do the same through
thoughtful workspace design.
T H I N K D I F F E R E N T LY. T H I N K A O E .

THINK
D I FFER EN T LY.
T H I N K AOE .
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Installation
Services
SUBTITLE GOES HERE
Our in-house group of [xx] dedicated and factory trained installation technicians
provide you with the best professional and courteous service possible.

Why We Do It?

Our installation services provide you with:
•

Factory certified installation technicians

•

Factory certified installation supervisors

•

Installation site clean up

•

Furniture cleaning and move in preparation

Design/Space
Planning

A Broader Vision
We have a bigger, more thoughtful approach to interiors
– it’s more than just supplying furniture to a company.

Our goal is to combine your vision with in depth

We understand construction and design principles are

product knowledge to create the adaptable solution

changing the way buildings are built, how campuses

that is best for your business today and in the future.

and facilities are managed, and the methodologies
for companies to increase worker productivity by

Our design group can assist you with:

leveraging their workspace design and performance.

•

Space planning

Our key partnerships with Haworth and DIRTT bring

•

Budgeting

modularity to our integrated architectural solutions.

•

Specifications

•

Renderings

•

Finish and color selection including
floors, walls, and furniture

•

User presentations
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T R E N DWAY /
BRAND
DEVELOPMENT

How best to bring your brand, capabilities, products and customers to life? Engage Full Circle
to help create videos that convey key messages in a succinct, visual and uplifting manner.
That’s what Trendway has done, and it has helped reshape how they think about marketing.
At the heart of every great project is a strategic challenge. Trendway reached out to us for
ideas on how an umbrella brand might most effectively help capture their intent to increase
their market presence through the importation of high-designed products.

LOGO
The brand strategy is intended to leverage the historic value of Trendway and elevate it to a new level through the
introduction of Voyage Collection. They should always be used in tandem. The new umbrella brand identity consists of
pairing the Trendway logo with the word-mark “Voyage Collection” utilizing Trendway’s existing font family, Gotham.

TAGLINE

PRIMARY

In order to maintain visual balance on marketing materials, keep a minimum 4” between the logo and tagline.
The tagline consists of Trendways existing font family, Gotham Light.

Playbook

Global Designs, Right Next Door
VA R I AT I O N S :

COLOR PALETTE
The primary color palette consists of Trendway’s core identity to maintain brand recognition while pairing a cool blue/
gray to create a sophisticated, refined aesthetic. The secondary color palette is an expansion to the primary palette
and provides a range of cool gray tones that can be used when necessary. It also includes an expressive color that is
complimentary to the primary palette and should be used in instances where an additional color is needed.

PRIMARY
R E V E R S E D A LT E R N AT I V E S

SUB-BRAND LOGO USAGE
When showing sub-brand logos, maintain consistency with one-color logos using the secondary palette color,
PMS 425 CP or reversed out in white. Always keep the “Trendway Voyage Collection” logo as the primary focus, with each
sub-brand as a secondary accent throughout marketing materials.

PANTONE 109 CP
CMYK: 0|9|100|0
RGB: 255|209|0
Hex: FFD100

M I N I M U M S I Z E & C L E A R S PAC E

The logo should never be smaller than 2" wide.

S E C O N DA R Y

Clear space around the logo should be no less
than the height of the “ ” at any scale.

PANTONE 420 CP
CMYK: 6|4|7|13
RGB: 199|201|199
Hex: C7C9C7
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PANTONE 5425 CP
CMYK: 45|16|9|24
RGB: 122|153|172
Hex: 7A99AC

PANTONE 425 CP
CMYK: 30|20|19|58
RGB: 112|115|114
Hex: 54585A

PANTONE 383 CP
CMYK: 29|1|100|18
RGB: 168|173|0
Hex: A8AD00
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H AW O R T H /
MARKETING TOOLS,
PRODUCT LAUNCH AND
PROMOTIONS

Haworth is one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of office furniture, with
$2 billion in annual sales. They have worked
with Full Circle over the past 15 years to
design hundreds of marketing pieces,
including product and corporate literature,
event marketing, advertisements and other
tools for their sales team. Full Circle has helped
Haworth develop and maintain consistency
within their brand, while elevating the overall
effectiveness of each strategy.
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D i d yo u
k n ow ?
The oak on the reception desk,
three-story timber wall, and
café bar at Haworth's HQ were
recovered from local and
regional waters.

D i d yo u
k n ow ?
One Haworth Center was the first LEED-NC*
building to achieve points using carbon credits
from a renewable energy source.

D i d yo u
k n ow ?
The oak on the reception desk,
three-story timber wall, and
café bar at Haworth's HQ were
recovered from local and
regional waters.

D i d yo u
k n ow ?
D i d yo u
k n ow ?

The Lively Task chair comes in
777 unique seat and back
color configurations.

One Haworth Center was the first LEED-NC*
building to achieve points using carbon credits
from a renewable energy source.

D i d yo u
k n ow ?
The Plia chair is part of the
Museum of Modern Art’s
permanent collection in
New York City.
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Did
yo u k n o w ?
Haworth Collection has over 100 products in
five categories - representing four international
brands and over 50 world-class designers.

D i d yo u
Did
u?
k nyo
ow
kn
o
w
?
The oak on the reception desk,

three-story
The Plia chair
is part oftimber
the wall, and
bar at Haworth's
HQ were
Museumcafé
of Modern
Art’s
recovered
frominlocal and
permanent
collection
regional
waters.
New York City.

The Lively Task chair comes in
777 unique seat and back
color configurations.

A SMARTER
APPROACH
Did
yo u TO
k n o wTRAINING
?
Haworth Collection has over 100 products in
five categories - representing four international
brands and over 50
designers.
Forworld-class
sales and design
professionals, having a high Haworth IQ

D i d yo u
means possessing a deep and comprehensive knowledge
k n o w ?of Haworth products and practices, along with the ability

to perform smartly on the job. Our training programs,
One Haworth Center was the first LEED-NC*
Excellence in Design and Excellence in Sales have been
building to achieve points using carbon credits
intelligently
from a renewable energy
source.reformatted to provide just that.

Excellence in Sales

Excellence in Design

The Excellence in Sales program gives dealer sales members

In the Excellence in Design program, dealer designers will develop

the opportunity get smart about the way they sell through

intelligence, proficiency, and creativity in the specification of Haworth

comprehensive Haworth product knowledge. Individual and group

products. Through individual and group activities, workshops, and

exercises, workshops, and follow-up coaching provides participants

mentorship, participants will experience our product portfolio,

with maximum opportunities to turn their learning into successful,

design-specific tools and resources, and apply power-planning

D i d yo u
smartly-given product presentations.
k n ow ?

principles to their specifications.

The Lively Task chair comes in
Haworth’s new 777
Excellence
Design
and Excellence in Sales programs are comprised of four phases:
uniquein
seat
and back
PREPARE, PRACTICE,color
PERFORM
and PERFECT.
configurations.
Each phase involves unique learning activities including online and classroom learning, individual and group assignments, reading, writing, and practice
presentations. Phases are targeted to one of four learning levels, building proficiency with each progressive level and type, all developed to provide a fundamental
knowledge of Haworth—our history, business, products, and strategies.

Features of the new training experience include:
•

A redesigned and reenergized program platform

•

Deep product education and hands-on learning

•

A full week of on-site training at One Haworth Center

•

More involvement from dealer mentors

D i d yo u
k n ow ?
The Plia chair is part of the
Museum of Modern Art’s
permanent collection in
New York City.

1. prepare

2. practice

3. perform

4. perfect

Involves completing a

Involves attending a full

Offers more advanced

Consists of ongoing

comprehensive workbook

week of classroom training

training available at

communications and

and then passing an online

at One Haworth Center

One Haworth Center in

training opportunities

test. This should take about

in Holland, MI. Attendees

Holland, MI, and in the

for participants shared

four weeks. Once finished,

will learn in an interactive,

field at various locations.

periodically through

participants will be able to

collaborative environment,

This phase of the program

our training team.

schedule and attend the

while being immersed in

includes three days of training.

next phase.

the Haworth culture.

MAkE
THE
SMART
MOvE.

H AW O R T H /
DEALER TRAINING PROGRAM

D i d yo u
k n ow ?

Register Today.

Did
yo u k n o w ?

Haworth Collection has over 100 products in
five categories - representing four international
brands and over 50 world-class designers.
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SYMBIOTE /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

In the ergonomic, height-adjustable furniture
category, there is a lot of the same bland
branding, photography and marketing tools.
Symbiote asked us to push their 30-year-old
brand by reinvigorating their magenta color
palette to create a new, crisp brand with a
sharpened story of what they do and why they
do it. The result? A powerful and engaging
brand story and set of visuals, including
essential photography and renderings
that demonstrate their products in new
applications and a web experience that
helps drive their business.
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CLEAR DESIGN /
BRAND DEVELOPMENT
Clear Design is a young start-up, powering
their way into the contract furniture market.
Full Circle partnered with them to help
reimagine their brand in a new, bold and
refined manner. In addition, we developed a
new standard for their product photography
and renderings that positions them as a
major player in their category.
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PMC /
B R A N D P R E S E N TAT I O N

Based in the Carolinas, PMC is one of the
fastest-growing contract furniture dealers
in North America. They came to Full Circle
for help with a new presentation deck that
truly represents who they are and separates
them from everyone else. This strategic and
universal presentation is part of every client
conversation and has fueled their brand’s
go-to-market strategy.
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HAFELE /
C ATA L O G
Selling accessories, hardware and
drawer slides through independent
kitchen retailers is no small task.
Global giant Hafele knew that to grab
attention, their annual kitchen catalog
needed greater design savvy. They
turned to Full Circle, where we helped
create pages as fresh as meals being
prepared in a Hafele-inspired kitchen.
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RECIPE
FOR
THE
K I TC H E N
KITCHEN IDE A BOOK 2015
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FTC&H /
WEBSITE
FTC&H engaged Full Circle to build a more
thoughtful and engaging website experience.
As a leading architecture and engineering firm
in the Midwest, their online experience should
creatively demonstrate their services and
showcase their best projects. We were able
to create a beautiful but practical experience,
allowing users to quickly filter projects by
services, applications and industries.
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CWD /
WEBSITE
Being a leading real estate developer and owner is challenging in any economy, especially
when competing with others at a national level. CWD engaged Full Circle to help with their
primary marketing tool: their website. With intuitive navigation, thoughtful content, mobile
responsiveness, strong photography, and great design, they continue to set the bar.

Great Spaces

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

Brief intro nulla vitae elit libero tienen galorp a pharetra augue. Sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes nascetur ridiculus mus. Fusce dapibus tellus cursus commodo tortor mauris.

Sort...

Search...

FEATURED:

Brass Works Building

Contact Us

648 Monroe Avenue NW Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Grand Rapids' premier loft ofﬁce building.

Brief intro vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. Cras justo odio, dapibus
facilisis in, egestas eget quam. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.

CWD Real Estate Invetment
50 Louis NW, Suite 600R
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

NAME:

616.726.1700

EMAIL:

LEARN MORE »

OUR SPACES

Already know what you want to see?

EXECUTIVE
OFFICE SUITES

OFFICE

RETAIL

RESIDENTIAL

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

VACANT LAND

VIEW ALL

info@cwdrealestate.com
PHONE:
WORK REQUEST »
OPPO
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
»

REASON FOR INQUIRY?

Please choose...

CWD Concierge

Why Grand Rapids?

Complimentary service for our tenants

Great spaces in a great city

SQUARE FOOTAGE: (optional)

TWITTER

M OVE-IN DATE: (optional)

MESSAGE: (optional)

SEND
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DEC 12, 2014

DEC 11, 2014

DEC 9, 2014

TY for coming! RT @GordonWater:
@CWDRealEstate Loved your new place!
Great time with @localﬁrst at the mixer
tonight. Happy Holidays...

RT @localﬁrst: Come to our Holiday Member
Mixer TONIGHT @CWDRealEstate from
5-7PM for mixing, mingling, and holiday
cheer! http://ow.ly/DYGW0

RT @Forbes: Where jobs will be in 2015:
1. Cape Coral, FL
2. McAllen, TX
3. Deltona, FL (TIE)
3. Grand Rapids, MI (TIE)
http://onforb.es/1vJKcmf
http:

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
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ABOUT FULL CIRCLE
Our branding, marketing and digital agency is rooted in the office furniture
and interiors industries. As a 15-year-old agency, we have worked with
every type of interiors organization, have numerous members on staff who
have extensive office furniture industry experience, and know how to make
products, brands and companies successful. Our core services include
marketing strategy, brand design and development, printed and digital sales
tools, website development, and custom photography, rendering and video.
We believe brands have unique stories to tell, and it’s our job to uncover their
uniqueness and share it through every brand touchpoint along the way.

AGENCY INFORMATION

PRIMARY CONTACT

Full Circle Marketing and Design

Rick Glasser

600 7th St. NW, Suite 200

Director, Brand Strategy

Grand Rapids, MI 49504

rick@thinkfullcircle.com

P 616.301.3400

616.301.3400 x16

F 616.301.8069
thinkfullcircle.com
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FURNITURE ACCOUNT TEAM
RICK GLASSER
DIRECTOR, BRAND STRATEGY
Rick loves contract interiors, furniture, real estate, architecture and interior design. He spent 25 years working for Haworth, leading several
departments, including Product Marketing and Development, Marketing Communications, Facilities, and Dealer Development. In 2010, he
left to become Vice President of Marketing for izzy+. This role was instrumental in the development of new products, as well as the acquisition
of many other companies. Along the road, he’s learned a thing or two about branding, product launches, sales tools, marketing campaigns,
product management, sales reps, dealerships and the importance of trusted relationships within a network of experts. At Full Circle, Rick’s
responsible for guiding clients from a strategic perspective. Manufacturers, suppliers, dealerships, independent reps, architects and corporate
real estate firms are part of his daily activities. Some of his clients include LightCorp, EKO, Nucraft, RT London, Trendway, Haworth, AIS,
SurfaceWorks, Clear Design, Seibold Baker and BIFMA. With his extensive background and network, one of the most unique benefits of
working with Rick is his ability to connect people in the industry to help drive their business.

STEVE HARNEY

MICHAEL SCHURR

PRINCIPAL AND BRAND STRATEGIST

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

With a background in marketing and management, Steve was a marketing specialist

Mike, Full Circle’s Creative Director, began working in the office furniture industry

at a major office furniture manufacturer from 1997 to 2002. He’s now the owner of

in the early ’90s. He was responsible for the marketing and promotional efforts of

Full Circle, leveraging his past marketing experience with several B-to-B organizations.

many Haworth product launches. Mike has also concepted and created numerous

Over the past 15 years, he has served as a strategist to many manufacturers,

showroom experiences for NeoCon. Over the past five years, he has helped several

helping with brand identity, marketing planning, product launch and other

interior design firms, construction companies and office furniture manufacturers

experiential marketing initiatives. In addition, he has literally guided hundreds

completely overhaul their brand and identity. And as a trained photographer

of dealers with their marketing, brand development and digital sales tools.

and videographer, he has been instrumental in elevating renderings, product
photography, case studies and company storytelling videos.
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FULL CIRCLE MARKETING & DESIGN

|

600 7TH ST. NW, SUITE 200, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49504

|

616. 301. 3400

|

THINKFULLCIRCLE .COM

